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Abstract

Results and Conclusion

We present a low cost and accessible end-to-end framework for 3D modeling
and texture capture of Humans using deep neural networks and a single RGB
camera. We generate a texture atlas considering a set of multi-view images.
We also capture data to generate 3D shape models and finally combine it with
the generated textures to obtain a full 3D reconstruction of the human body
that can be used in a game engine.

Introduction
3D motion capture, pose estimation, texture capture, and volumetric capture are
important tasks to generate content for computer animation, in particular for human Digitization. Kanazawa et al. [1] show an end-to-end framework for reconstructing a full 3D mesh of a human body from a single RGB image. They used
the generative human body model, SMPL[2], which parameterizes the mesh by 3D
joint angles and low-dimensional linear shape space. An image is passed through a
convolutional encoder and sent to a 3D regression module that infers the 3D representation of the human. This mesh can be useful to generate humanoid animations,
which could immediately be used by animators.
Pandey et al. .[3] proposed a method to synthesize free-viewpoint renderings using
a single RGBD camera. Besides the impressive results, it seems to be far to be
applicable in real situations. Also, considering texture capture, Saito et al. [4] introduce Pixel-aligned Implicit Function (PIFu), which is an implicit representation
that locally aligns pixels of 2D images with the global context of their corresponding
3D object, although their techniques seem to be computationally intensive.
Despite the independent advances in each area, there is still no proposal that uses
texture capturing, pose estimation, and mesh recovery in a unified way to generate
virtual characters using an accessible and low-cost architecture. In this work, we
present a low cost and accessible end-to-end framework for 3D modeling and texture
capture of Humans using deep neural networks and a single RGB camera. Our
main contribution is an end-to-end approach to generate virtual characters based
on image segmentation, pose estimation, and human mesh recovery. We apply the
HMR method [1] to the captured data to generate 3D shape models and finally
combine with the generated textures to obtain a full 3D reconstruction of the human
body that can be used in a game engine.

Technical Details
We divided our method into two stages: texture extraction from a set of images I
and the 3D modeling. For texture extraction, we use the DensePose model [5] to
generate our texture atlas. We use DensePose to predict the UV coordinates of 24
body parts, and we compute a look-up table to convert the DensePose UV maps
to the SMPL UV parameterization [2].
We also use partial convolutions[6] to fill small gaps in the texture since using the
previous method is not possible to fill the entire UV maps. In this model, the convolution is masked and re-normalized to be conditioned on only valid pixels. We use
the textures provided by the SURREAL dataset [7] in the training process, where
we create patches of size 32 × 32 for each image, and also do data augmentation
by rotating and using noise to create different masks.
Another problem is the color discontinuity between the parts of the mapped textures. To solve this problem, we subdivide the atlas following the part division
of DensePose and use a method similar to presented by Junior[8]. Considering
the frontier between the parts, we use a method that diffuses the color difference
between the frontier zone of adjacent areas for each part. As proposed by junior et
al. [8], we consider sparsely-defined texels as heat sources and solve the problem
applying the diffusion equation on each heat source, which represents the flow of
heat from that source. The factors between frontier edges remain fixed, and other
values are relaxed across the image. In our second stage, considering the 3D model,
we aim to generate the model from an initial pose. We use a factorized form of
the original OpenPose model to improve performance considering the frame rate,
where we use a streamlined architecture based on tensor decomposition [9]. In this
initial step, with this approximation, we boosted the initial inference time by 30%
concerning the original OpenPose. Subsequently, the obtained data is sent to the
HMR method to infer the 3D mesh adapted from the captured person. Figure 1
show the results our approach.

Figura 1:3D reconstructed models. Here we apply the texture captured in the first step over the
mesh gerenerated by the second.

The experiments were performed in a controlled environment, with 34 photos captured for texture generation. Here we present a low cost and accessible framework
that can be easily used to generated 3D human animations and other applications. As future work, we intend to create a complete model for motion and texture
capture, not only depending on the HMR model and allowing the simultaneous
capture of several users. Also, we intend to develop a post-processing step to solve
minor errors in the transition of body parts, considering the captured texture.
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